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George Gershwin’s extraordinary
musical world emerges, caresses
us, amazes us and finally
overwhelms us in the uniqueness
of this recording. Rolff shapes in a
contemporary writing, the songs,
the musicals, the jazz and the
orchestral sound that made
Gershwin's music the pillar on
which the 'American Sound' is
built.
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George Gershwin’s extraordinary musical world emerges,
caresses us, amazes us and finally overwhelms us in the
uniqueness of this recording. Rolff shapes in a
contemporary writing, the songs, the musicals, the jazz
and the orchestral sound that made Gershwin's music the
pillar on which the 'American Sound' is built.

Massimiliano Rolff, double bass player with an eye in
detail and creative composer, leads and shares his new
musical adventure with this amazing trio that features
jazz star Belgian pianist Eric Legnini and Australian
drummer Adam Pache.

This international trio of musicians found a surprising
feeling and a unique understanding through the
highlights musical moments of the opera 'Porgy and
Bess' and on the amazing series of wonderful songs all
signed by George and Ira Gershwin. 

Melody is the main character of this concert, where
interplay, imaginative atmospheres, soul and swing are
revealed, in a climax of vibrant improvisations.

Suite from "Porgy and Bess"
Ain't necessarily so

Bess, you is my woman
I loves you Porgy

There's a boat leaving soon for NY
My man's gone now

Summertime

A foggy day
Love walked in

Who cares?
The man I love

How long has this been going on
Someone to watch over me

But not for me
Embraceable you

Porgy, Bess  and beyond
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Gershwin on Air
Eric Legnini
Eric Legnini, born and raised in Belgium in a

family of Italian origins, has developed his

career on the Parisian scene, becoming the most

sought-after pianist in France in the last decade.

Appreciated for his talent as an accompanist and

for his talented command of the modern jazz

language, Eric Legnini has established himself as

a leader among the most representative pianists

of French jazz, thanks also to a personality open

to a wide range of musical influences.

His style, mainly inspired by Herbie Hancock,

Chick Corea and Bill Evans, makes him a sought

after accompanist, his flexibility and his ability as

an arranger allow him to develop a sound of

great elegance and modernity.

Eric Legnini, has recorded dozens of albums as a

leader and hundreds as a sideman, has

performed in the most important theaters and

festivals in the world, and is currently a jazz

piano teacher at the Royal Conservatory of

Brussels.

Adam Pache

Adam Pache was born in Sydney, Australia, and

is one of the most interesting and active jazz

drummers among those who have come to

Europe in recent times. He has lived in Italy for a

decade, but he grew up musically in New York

playing and recording dozens of albums also with

the likes of Clark Terry, Christian McBride, Steve

Grossman, Diane Schuur, Eric Reed among

others. Adam was honored by the Australian

Broadcasting Corporation within an acclaimed

television series “The Pulse”, in recognition of

one of the most significant jazz musicians on the

continent.

His drumming, strongly inspired by the tradition

of the great drummers in the history of jazz, in

particular by the swinging approach of Billy

Higgins and Roy Haynes and his sound, in terms

of adherence to language, timing and creativity,

makes him one of the most reliable and in

demand drummer on the European scene.
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========================================================

LISTEN / ESCUCHA / ASCOLTA 

 “Gershwin on Air”
PRIVATE LINK:  http://preview.challenge.nl/login

Password:73527

VIDEOS
YOUTUBE: https://youtu.be/B2JKwL2qlpo

YOUTUBE: https://youtu.be/oPpuCzxFC_A

WEB INFO
https://www.rolff.it/js_artist/gershwin-on-air/

==================================================

INFO & BOOKING

Slow Foot Music

Massimiliano Rolff 

ph +39 3385252398

email slowfootmusic@rolff.it
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